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I am excited to introduce my new 2020 collection called «NAKED SOULS». 

 It is not about ballet anymore, but I am still connected with dance. 
 I have observed the dancer's body structure for many years so here I pay 

tribute to its beauty.  

But the point of this collection is the human soul, the palette of emotions.  
And the endless play with colors and gold.  



 

1. NAKED SOUL 
Oil on canvas 
24k gold leaves 
70x70cm

Inspired by Italian frescoes. 
New virgin soul at its birth inhaling all the sins of our 
life. Each color has its meaning and represents different 
emotions: white flowers and pinky sky — her beautiful 
dreams. 
Green grass in the distance — we often think that 
somewhere is better than where we are now, « where the 
grass is greener ». 
Gold — luxury women are seeking. 
Red wings — the pain she might bring to men or people 
who love her... 



 2. STATE OF MIND 
Oil on canvas 
24k gold leaves 
100x100cm



 

3. BELLA FIGURA 
Acrylic on canvas 
80x120cm

A moment from the famous ballet of Jiri 
Kylian «BELLA FIGURA».



 

4. MOTHER WITH CHILD 
Oil on canvas 
24k gold leaves 
130x100cm

Because all mothers are saints, and no, 
we are not virgins.



 

5. THE ANGEL 
Oil on canvas 
24k gold leaves 
80x80cm

Relationship between a man and a 
woman. In this case the artwork 
shows all-consuming love and 
forgiveness of a woman.



 

6. UNDER SUPERVISION 
Acrylic on canvas 
24k gold leaves 
100x100cm

Your guardian angels are watching you.



 

7. DO NOT ASK WHAT 
CELENTANO IS DOING 
HERE 
Acrylic on canvas 
24k gold leaves 
Italian paper y.1995 
Mixed techniques  
100x100cm

Everything impossible is possible.  
All incompatible compatible.  
Reality and fiction.  
Past and present. Neon and gold. 
The incongruous may be harmonious. Inconsistency is 
the most interesting thing in our life.  
A man under the table. Three angels.  
At the table, a woman wearing expensive jewelry. 
Picasso is everywhere in our lives.  
The song of Aznavour «She". 
Celentano is here.... because it is Celentano and 
because it’s the year 1995 outside ...  
What is good? What is wrong? What is the definition 
of beauty? 



8. KALEIDOSCOPE 
Oil on canvas 
24k gold leaves 
81x60cm

A woman in the kaleidoscope of her life



 

9. ABSTRACTION N1 
Oil on canvas 
24k gold leaves 
48x36cm 

Creates an interesting duo with 
the artwork «KALEIDOSCOPE».



10. DIAMOND 
Oil in canvas 
81x60cm 

The woman’s soul — depending on the 
Sun the facets of the Diamond either 
shimmer and glow, or slightly shine, or 
are in the dusk…



 11. THE COUPLE 
Acrylic on canvas 
41x33cm 



12. THE FLOWER 
Oil on canvas 
50x50cm


